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Abstract

A number of codes are in use at JET to model the edge plasma. The range of edge codes is described as is the range

of physics issues being explored by these codes. The balance between focussed modelling (that looking at particular

physics effects) and integrated modelling (attempting to combine codes or encapsulate the physics from some codes into

other codes) is examined.
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1. Introduction

An effort is underway to model various aspects of JET

edge physics using a number of fluid and kinetic treat-

ments. Amongst the physics issues being addressed are

the determination (and scaling) of the anomalous radial

heat (and particle) transport in the edge; the role of var-

ious processes in the erosion, transport and deposition of

carbon; the observation of a narrow, high heat-flux fea-

ture on the outer target plate in low density, high power

discharges; pumping and compression of deuterium, he-

lium and other gases; the differences between majority D

discharges and majority He; and issues related to a di-

vertor upgrade (JET-EP). Amongst the tools in use are

ASCOT [1] (a Monte-Carlo guiding-centre code); B2-

Eirene [2–6] (a coupled 2d fluid plasma, Monte-Carlo

neutrals code); DIVIMP [7] (a Monte-Carlo trace impu-

rity code); EDGE2D-NIMBUS [8] (a coupled 2d fluid
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plasma, Monte-Carlo neutrals code); UEDGE [9] (a fluid

plasma code); OSM2/Eirene [10,11] (a coupled multi-1d

fluid plasma, Monte-Carlo neutrals code); ERO-JET [12]

(a 3D Monte-Carlo, plasma-wall-interaction and impu-

rity transport code) (Tables 1 and 2).

The tools range in speed (from a few minutes to

weeks of CPU time), the physics addressed (self-consis-

tent plasma; impurities or kinetic ions on a given plasma

background) and the geometry used (1d, 2d or 3d). The

goal is to learn more from the ensemble of applied codes

than what could be learnt from any particular code.

OSM2/Eirene is used to analyse a large number of shots

using target Langmuir probe measurements. A more

limited number of shots is then analysed with the plasma

fluid/kinetic neutrals codes (B2-Eirene and EDGE2D-

NIMBUS) and the fluid plasma code (UEDGE) [13,14],

and a more comprehensive set of experimental diag-

nostics are used to compare with the code results, which

have models for the production, transport and deposi-

tion of impurities. Kinetic effects arising from ion orbit

loss [15,16] are not included in the plasma fluid codes,

but the fluid codes provide the necessary plasma back-

ground for the plasma kinetic codes (such as ASCOT),

which however are CPU intensive codes and so can only

be used to examine a subset of shots. The inclusion of

such effects seems to be important in explaining peaked

power deposition profiles seen at JET in low density,

high power operation, a feature whose mechanism we

need to understand because of its possible large impli-

cations for the operation of future reactor scale ma-

chines. An additional effect, currently not well

reproduced by the 2d fluid plasma codes, is the asym-

metry observed in JET of C deposition, with most of the

deposited C found near the inner divertor. This, too, is a

feature of the plasma that has crucial implications for

the choice of materials for a future device. The 3d,

Monte-Carlo plasma codes are being used to supplement

the 2d fluid plasma codes to explore the mechanisms of

C erosion, transport and deposition, and the role of the

complicated C chemistry [17]. Additional effects can be

expected from ExB and diamagnetic drifts in the plasma,

and runs with the plasma codes which include these ef-

fects will provide additional insight [13,18].

2. Some physics issues being examined

In an effort to improve the data gathered by the edge

diagnostics, two diagnostic optimised configurations

(DOC) have been devised – one which is optimised for

the measurement of pedestal and SOL temperature and

density gradients by the edge LIDAR, and the second for

the measurements of quantities at the target plates (e.g.

thermography). Simulations with the same parameters,

Table 1

A comparison of the three self-consistent 2-D edge codes that have been used to simulate JET shots

EDGE2D-NIMBUS SOLPS5.0 B2-EIRENE UEDGE

Plasma Fluid Fluid Fluid

Neutrals Monte-Carlo Fluid or Monte-Carlo Fluida

Impurities Yes Yes Yes

Self-consistent Yes Yes Yes

Drifts Yes Yes Yes

Numerical stencil 9-pt 5-ptb 9-pt

Actively developed No Yes Yes

Easily applicable to a variety of devices No Yes Yes

Coupled to the JET diagnostics Yes In progress No

Coupled to a core transport code Jetto (COCONUT) Can extend grid to centrec CORSICA

a It has been coupled to both EIRENE and DEGAS-2.
b Also a version with a 7-pt stencil.
c There is a proposal to couple SOLPS to ASTRA.

Table 2

A comparison of the three Monte-Carlo plasma codes that have been used to simulate JET shots

DIVIMP ERO-JET ASCOT

Majority or impurity Impurity Impurity Majority

2d or 3d 2d 3d 3d

Drifts No Partial (ExB) Yes

Methane physics No Yes N/A

Computational expense Small Large 2 daysa

a 2–6 h elapsed.
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but with the different geometries show similar upstream

profiles (Fig. 1) but different target profiles (Fig. 2)

caused by the change from vertical target to horizontal

target. The extent to which the DOC-U and DOC-L

discharges show experimental differences upstream is

indicative that the assumption of similar transport used

in the modelling is not valid.

Using the same plasma parameters, but changing

from D to He produces large differences in the simula-

tions. Fig. 3 shows profiles of the outer target electron

temperature for cases with varying He concentration

from simulations with the DOC-U configuration.

Experimentally, the pattern of tritium and deuterium

co-deposition seems to be asymmetric between the inner

and outer divertor with significantly more deposition

occurring around the inner target. Detailed modelling of

this is in progress with ERO-JET, but some initial im-

pressions can also be obtained by looking at a number of

SOLPS runs. Fig. 4 shows the ratio of C ion flux to D

ion flux to the inner and outer divertors for a range of

simulations (core density variations, pumping varia-

tions, transport variations), and for most of the cases
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Fig. 1. Upstream electron temperature profiles from a

SOLPS5.0 B2-Eirene simulation. Insets are zooms of the di-

vertor region of the DOC-L and DOC-U grids. (The reference

grid, shown as an inset in Fig. 2, corresponds to a fairly typical

JET GB configuration.)
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Fig. 2. Outer target electron temperature profiles from a

SOLPS5.0 B2-Eirene simulation. Inset is a zoom of the divertor

region of the reference grid. (The DOC-L and DOC-U grids are

shown as insets in Fig. 1.)
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Fig. 3. Electron temperature at the outer target for a number of

code runs with varying helium concentration. Inset is the peak

outer target electron temperature as a function of the helium

concentration. The inner core electron density was held con-

stant, with 8 MW heating power and JET DOC-U configura-

tion.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of C ion fluxes to the D ion flux for the inner and

outer targets versus the sum of the D ion flux to both targets.

The two pairs of selected points correspond to a case where the

chemical sputtering coefficient was artificially increased from

1% (the two points in the band) to 10% (which has the point for

the inner target raised well above the band of points). There are

also some interesting points with large in/out asymmetries be-

tween the C-to-D flux ratios at low Dþ flux values: these plasma

are dominated by strong volume recombination, particularly in

the inner divertor.
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there is not much difference between the inner and outer

divertors. For one particular case, though, the chemical

sputtering was artificially increased just for the inner

target (mocking up to some extent the possibility of soft

amorphous hydrocarbon films in that area), and this,

not surprisingly, did produce the desired affect – a large

asymmetry in the C fluxes to the two divertors.

ExB and diamagnetic drifts would also be expected to

play a role, and efforts are underway to examine the

effects of drifts on the C transport within the plasma.

3. Focussed modelling versus integrated modelling

As can be seen from the extensive list of codes in use

for edge modelling on JET, a large effort is underway to

understand the various pieces of the physics that make

the edge such a complex system. At some point, though,

one is forced to address the balance between the sepa-

rate, focussed modelling, and an effort to integrate the

pieces together.

While trying to understand the importance of each

piece of the physics, the focussed model is probably the

fastest way to go. Once a piece is well understood,

though, its impact on other pieces also needs to be ex-

amined, and for this a more integrated approach is

necessary. This is particularly important if synergetic

effects come into play: as an example, if the production

of an amorphous hydrocarbon surface increases the C

content of the local plasma, which in turn would de-

crease the local temperature, which might further favour

the development of the amorphous hydrocarbon film.

The converse might also occur: the presence of an en-

ergetic ion minority might change the plasma conditions

close to the target which might reduce the development

of an amorphous hydrocarbon film.

In order to incorporate these effects, some sort of

integrated modelling might become necessary. In fact,

the edge codes like B2-Eirene and EDGE2D-NIMBUS

are already a step on this path, and already incorporate

the two ways that the integration can occur: the direct

coupling of two codes (the fluid plasma codes to the

Monte-Carlo neutrals codes) as well as a more indirect

coupling via tables or functions (giving sputtering rates,

reflection coefficients, atomic physics rates, etc.). The

incorporation of the new physics pieces discovered by

the focussed efforts, would then be incorporated into the

existing codes (fairly easily), or perhaps into new codes

(a major piece of work).

At JET, similar work has looked at coupling the

edge to the core (COCONUT), but the results of the

focussed studies has suggested the importance of in-

corporating more physics into the edge codes. Amongst

the physics issues that might need to be included are (1)

the determination of transport coefficients (perhaps by

coupling to turbulence codes); (2) kinetic effects: (a) the

effect of fast electrons/ions on the plasma, particularly

during ELMs, (b) ion orbit losses; (3) impurities: (a)

methane (and higher hydrocarbon) breakup, (b) the

nature of the deposited hydrocarbon layer in regions of

net deposition; (4) neutral–neutral collisions; (5) photon

transport and its effects on the ionisation balance; (6)

3-D effects.

The cost of including these additional contributions

is not insignificant: (1) the codes are still not as robust as

one would like when handling drift terms, and the ad-

dition might make things worse, (2) there is a large

disparity in the various time-scales which will need to be

addressed.

The gains, too, would not be insignificant: the pos-

sibility of making quantitative, reliable predictions of (1)

erosion and re-deposition, (2) heat loads to the targets

and (3) behaviour during ELMs, amongst others.

4. Conclusion

It is clear that, as yet, no one code provides all of the

answers for what is going on in the edge plasma.

However, by combining the various available codes, and

leveraging their various individual strengths, we are

moving closer to a better understanding of the impor-

tant area of edge and divertor physics.
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